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Oil patch fitting - floor mounted 
Installation instructions

Base adjustable in all direction
90° hold-open          max. opening degree 140°

Component view

Appearance & Dimension
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Determine the top & bottom shaft center
and the installation position for base, 
keep suitable gap on the side 
as picture shows.

Features
1. Close 0°

2. Fast closing 90° - 30° (Section 1)

3. Soft closing 30° - 0° (Section 2)

4. Hold-open 140° - 90°

5. Closing speed adjustable:
No.1 valve  90° - 30° 
No.2 valve  30° - 0°

When used with top patch 
or top pivot, pivot center must 
be aligned with floor spring 
pivot center.

Unique designed base adjustable for:
± 5 mm backward and forward 
± 7 mm left and right 
± 5° alignment adjustment

suitable door width ≤ 1000 mm

max. load capacity 100 kg

dimension 173 x 52 x 95 mm
(cover plate not included)

Glass 
thickness

Gasket quantity
and thickness

1 mm 2 mm

10 mm 2 2

12 mm 0 2
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Installation steps

Use hexagon socket head cap screws and threaded expansion 
tube for brick and cement floor, use self tapping screws for 
wooden floor.

Put glass door in the body, lay gaskets to protect the glass door 
on both sides, use Allen key to tighten the 4 hexagon socket 
countersunk head screws on spring body to fix the glass door.

Use Allen keys to tighten the set screws on both sides 
of the base.

To determine the base installation position, keep a 5 mm gap 
from the side and draw lines to mark the 3 mounting positions.

Drill 3 holes with diameter 10 mm, depth 68 mm 
at the marked mounting positions.

Mount the body on the base, choose suitable gaskets per glass 
door thickness, loosen the 4 hexagon socket countersunk head 
screws on body to install the glass door.

As picture shows  to adjust the base left and right by loosen 
3 hexagon socket head cap screws  to adjust the glass door 
backward and forward by adjusting the set screws on base sides.

Door closing speed adjustment from 90° - 30°, loosen No.1 valve 
counter-clockwise to speed up, tighten No.1 valve clockwise 
to slow down. 1 mm higher than the hole is prohibited while 
adjusting No.1 valve.

Open the door at 90°, mount the base back cover vertically 
at the end and the base front cover horizontally at the front.
Align the side holes of base front cover with the screw holes 
on base side, screw out the set screws by Allen key to fix the 
base cover.

Press the covers on the body and let them snap into place.

Door closing speed adjustment from 30° - 0°, loosen No.2 valve 
counter-clockwise to speed up, tighten No.2 valve clockwise 
to slow down. 1 mm higher than the hole is prohibited while 
adjusting No.2 valve.

To adjust the glass door angle finely by adjusting the set screws 
on the movable block sides as picture shows per actual needs.

Put the inner pin in the expansion dowel, then place the 
expansion dowel in the mounting hole.
The dowel shall not be higher than the ground.
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